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Pendulum
In 1851, struggling, self-taught physicist Léon Foucault performed a dramatic
demonstration inside the Panthéon in Paris. By tracking a pendulum's path as it
swung repeatedly across the interior of the large ceremonial hall, Foucault offered
the first definitive proof -- before an audience that comprised the cream of Parisian
society, including the future emperor, Napoleon III -- that the earth revolves on its
axis. Through careful, primary research, world-renowned author Amir Aczel has
revealed the life of a gifted physicist who had almost no formal education in
science, and yet managed to succeed despite the adversity he suffered at the
hands of his peers. The range and breadth of Foucault's discoveries is astonishing:
He gave us the modern electric compass, devised an electric microscope, invented
photographic technology, and made remarkable deductions about color theory,
heat waves, and the speed of light. Yet until now so little has been known about his
life. Richly detailed and evocative, Pendulum tells of the illustrious period in France
during the Second Empire; of Foucault's relationship with Napoleon III, a colorful
character in his own right; and -- most notably -- of the crucial triumph of science
over religion. Dr. Aczel has crafted a fascinating narrative based on the life of this
most astonishing and largely unrecognized scientist, whose findings answered
many age-old scientific questions and posed new ones that are still relevant today.

On Molecular Physics. From the American Journal of Science,
etc
Necessary Conditions of Learning presents a research approach
(phenomenography) and a theory (the variation theory of learning) introduced and
developed by Ference Marton and taken up by his wide and varied following
around the world—together with their practical applications in educational
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contexts. Reflecting Marton’s whole lifetime's work, the unique and significant
contribution of this book is to offer an evidence-based answer to the questions
"How do we make novel meanings our own?" and "How do we learn to see things
in more powerful ways?" The presentation makes use of hundreds of empirical
studies carried out in Europe and Asia which build on the theory. The line of
reasoning and the way in which the examples are put together is consistent with
the theory—it is both presented and applied. The main argument is that in order to
learn we have to discern, and to discern the intended ideas we must be presented
with carefully structured variation, against a background of invariance. We then go
through processes of contrast, generalization, and fusion in order to make sense.
These insights form a practical framework for those who design teaching and
teaching materials. Necessary Conditions of Learning is a major original work for
which scholars of pedagogical theory have been waiting a long time.

Effective College Teaching
A fully cross-referenced and source-referenced dictionary which gives definitions of
psychological terms as well as the history, critique, and relevant references for the
terms.

Physics Envy
In Time Reborn, Lee Smolin, one of our foremost physicists and thinkers offers a
radical new view of the nature of time and the cosmos Nothing seems more real
than time passing. We experience life itself as a succession of moments. Yet
throughout history, the idea that time is an illusion has been a religious and
philosophical commonplace. We identify certain truths as 'eternal' constants, from
moral principles to the laws of mathematics and nature: these are laws that exist
not inside time, but outside it. From Newton and Einstein to today's string theorists
and quantum physicists, the widest consensus is that the universe is governed by
absolute, timeless laws. In Time Reborn, Lee Smolin argues that this denial of time
is holding back both physics, and our understanding of the universe. We need a
major revolution in scientific thought: one that embraces the reality of time and
places it at the centre of our thinking. E may equal mc squared now, but that
wasn't always the case. Similarly, as our understanding of the universe develops,
Newton's fundamental laws might not remain so fundamental. Time, Smolin
concludes, is not an illusion: it is the best clue we have to fundamental reality.
Time Reborn explains how the true nature of time impacts on us, our world, and
our universe. 'The strongest dose of clarity in written form to have come along in
decades. The implications go far beyond physics, to economics, politics, and
personal philosophy. Time Reborn places reality above theory in stronger and
clearer terms than ever before, and the result is a path to better theory and
potentially to a better society as well. Will no doubt be remembered as one of the
essential books of the 21st century' Jaron Lanier [Praise for Lee Smolin's The
Trouble With Physics]: 'The best book about contemporary science written for the
layman that I have ever read . . . Read this book. Twice' Sunday Times 'Unusually
broad and deep . . . his critical judgments are exceptionally penetrating' Roger
Penrose 'Brave, uniquely well-informed . . . does a tremendous job' Mail on Sunday
Lee Smolin is a theoretical physicist who has made important contributions to the
search for quantum gravity. Born in New York City, he was educated at Hampshire
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College and Harvard University. Since 2001 he is a founding faculty member at
Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics. His three earlier books explore
philosophical issues raised by contemporary physics and cosmology. They are Life
of the Cosmos (1997), Three Roads to Quantum Gravity (2001) and The Trouble
with Physics (2006). He lives in Toronto.

American Journal of Education
Life History and Narrative
Superconductivity covers the nature of the phenomenon of superconductivity. The
book discusses the fundamental principles of superconductivity; the essential
features of the superconducting state-the phenomena of zero resistance and
perfect diamagnetism; and the properties of the various classes of
superconductors, including the organics, the buckministerfullerenes, and the
precursors to the cuprates. The text also describes superconductivity from the
viewpoint of thermodynamics and provides expressions for the free energy; the
Ginzburg-Landau and BCS theories; and the structures of the high temperature
superconductors. The band theory; type II superconductivity and magnetic
properties; and the intermediate and mixed states are also considered. The book
further tackles critical state models; various types of tunneling and the Josephson
effect; and other transport properties. The text concludes by looking into
spectroscopic properties. Physicists and astronomers will find the book invaluable.

Theoretical Principles of Distance Education
Phishing Exposed unveils the techniques phishers employ that enable them to
successfully commit fraudulent acts against the global financial industry. Also
highlights the motivation, psychology and legal aspects encircling this deceptive
art of exploitation. The External Threat Assessment Team will outline innovative
forensic techniques employed in order to unveil the identities of these organized
individuals, and does not hesitate to remain candid about the legal complications
that make prevention and apprehension so difficult today. This title provides an indepth, high-tech view from both sides of the playing field, and is a real eye-opener
for the average internet user, the advanced security engineer, on up through the
senior executive management of a financial institution. This is the book to provide
the intelligence necessary to stay one step ahead of the enemy, and to
successfully employ a pro-active and confident strategy against the evolving
attacks against e-commerce and its customers. * Unveils the techniques phishers
employ that enable them to successfully commit fraudulent acts * Offers an indepth, high-tech view from both sides of the playing field to this current epidemic *
Stay one step ahead of the enemy with all the latest information

Heaven's Reality
This is the story of three women that I was privileged to know and love and will
continue to love, probably till I die. I couldn't write "Dear Diary," men don't keep
diaries. And "Dear Journal" sounds stupid, so I'll just tell you the story from the
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notes and scraps of paper I scribbled during the most interesting times. Reading it
now, I don't even believe that we did some of these more ridiculous things, and I
was there. My one regret, is that I had to lose one beautiful, wonderful woman to
find another, but the blessing of the children lives on. I smile every day about some
strange or funny incident long past. Until I wrote this, I'm sure the kids all thought I
was crazy. As they would walk by, I could hear them say, "Look at him, he's doing
it again." Most men are lucky to find, and love, and be loved by one jewel of a
woman in their life, and rightly so. I found three. All three knew me better than I
knew myself. They all knew what I thought before I thought it, what I wanted
before I wanted it, and fortunately for me they acted on their thoughts. Woman is
the most wonderful gift man has ever received, including life. Life without a woman
is a drab, colorless existence. Man can plod through life and achieve many things,
but why, if not to share it with that most wonderful of all creatures, woman. With
the right woman in your life, the birds sing for you, roses bloom and their fragrance
lifts your thoughts of love and carries them to that one special woman who gently
receives and nourishes them, only to give them back to you tenfold. What is the
perfect woman? Her presence lights up the room you are in when she enters, her
voice turns on your brain with a pleasant pat, her figure stirs the lion within you
every time you gaze upon her. Her smile tells you that everything's alright and
assures you that her love for you is still burning bright. Her love envelopes you and
warms you like a giant hand-made quilt wrapped around you. This, then, describes
these women in the story I am about to tell you. I hope you can be as fortunate.

Rough Crossings
As the study of time has flourished in the physical and human sciences, the
philosophy of time has come into its own as a lively and diverse area of academic
research. Philosophers investigate not just the metaphysics of time, and our
experience and representation of time, but the role of time in ethics and action,
and philosophical issues in the sciences of time, especially with regard to quantum
mechanics and relativity theory. This Handbook presents twenty-three specially
written essays by leading figures in their fields: it is the first comprehensive
collaborative study of the philosophy of time, and will set the agenda for future
work.

Foundations of Astrophysics
Cloud physics has achieved such a voluminous literature over the past few
decades that a significant quantitative study of the entire field would prove
unwieldy. This book concentrates on one major aspect: cloud microphysics, which
involves the processes that lead to the formation of individual cloud and
precipitation particles. Common practice has shown that one may distinguish
among the following addi tional major aspects: cloud dynamics, which is concerned
with the physics respon sible for the macroscopic features of clouds; cloud
electricity, which deals with the electrical structure of clouds and the electrification
processes of cloud and precipi tation particles; and cloud optics and radar
meteorology, which describe the effects of electromagnetic waves interacting with
clouds and precipitation. Another field intimately related to cloud physics is
atmospheric chemistry, which involves the chemical composition ofthe atmosphere
and the life cycle and characteristics of its gaseous and particulate constituents. In
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view of the natural interdependence of the various aspects of cloud physics, the
subject of microphysics cannot be discussed very meaningfully out of context.
Therefore, we have found it necessary to touch briefly upon a few simple and basic
concepts of cloud dynamics and thermodynamics, and to provide an account of the
major characteristics of atmospheric aerosol particles. We have also included a
separate chapter on some of the effects of electric fields and charges on the
precipitation-forming processes.

The Picture Book of Quantum Mechanics
Covers the fundamentals of supramolecular chemistry; supramolecular
advancements and methods in the areas of chemistry, biochemistry, biology,
environmental and materials science and engineering, physics, computer science,
and applied mathematics.

Current Index to Journals in Education
Explains the effects of the laws of gravity, momentum and energy on the bodies of
dancers

The Physics of Dance
This work is the first explicit examination of the key role that mathematics has
played in the development of theoretical physics and will undoubtedly challenge
the more conventional accounts of its historical development. Although
mathematics has long been regarded as the "language" of physics, the
connections between these independent disciplines have been far more complex
and intimate than previous narratives have shown. This study encompasses
engagements across discipline boundaries and many nations rom the ear of Euler
and Bernoulli o that of Hilbert and Einstein. At all times physicists and
mathematicians retained their distinct sets of disciplinary standards and goals.
Interactions within historical ears are handled using the standards of the time to
define mathematics and physics. In this context, the works of Lagrange, Laplace,
Fourier, Jacobi, William Thomson, Maxwell, Helmholtz, and many others are
discussed, and by 1870, it is evident that the essentials of modern theoretical
physics are in place. The epilogue, spanning the decades from 1870 to the First
World War, deals with the decline of these interactions and the building of new
connections. It is particularly significant that these new patterns of interactions
became paradigmatic for the rest of the twentieth century. The unique
perspectives concerning the history of theoretical physics will undoubtedly cause
some raised eyebrows, as the author convincingly demonstrates that practices,
methods, and language shaped the development of the field, and are a key to
understanding the mergence of the modern academic discipline. Mathematicians
and physicists, as well as historians of both disciplines, will find this provocative
work of great interest.

Galactic Astronomy
What is open access? -- Motivation -- Varieties -- Policies -- Scope -- Copyright -Page 5/14
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Economics -- Casualties -- Future -- Self-help.

The Karaites of Galicia
This book is a collection of papers by college professors representing the
humanities, physics, biology, mathematics, the social sciences, psychology,
education, and administration. These reveal a great deal about college and
teaching methods, while only indirectly addressing the question of relevance. In
total, these essays to illustrate why colleges might need to examine their
organization, curricula, and value propositions.

American Journal of Physics
One of the most cited books in physics of all time, Quantum Computation and
Quantum Information remains the best textbook in this exciting field of science.
This 10th anniversary edition includes an introduction from the authors setting the
work in context. This comprehensive textbook describes such remarkable effects
as fast quantum algorithms, quantum teleportation, quantum cryptography and
quantum error-correction. Quantum mechanics and computer science are
introduced before moving on to describe what a quantum computer is, how it can
be used to solve problems faster than 'classical' computers and its real-world
implementation. It concludes with an in-depth treatment of quantum information.
Containing a wealth of figures and exercises, this well-known textbook is ideal for
courses on the subject, and will interest beginning graduate students and
researchers in physics, computer science, mathematics, and electrical engineering.

Superconductivity
The pendulum is a universal topic in primary and secondary schools, but its full
potential for learning about physics, the nature of science, and the relationships
between science, mathematics, technology, society and culture is seldom realised.
Contributions to this 32-chapter anthology deal with the science, history,
methodology and pedagogy of pendulum motion. There is ample material for the
richer and more cross-disciplinary treatment of the pendulum from elementary
school to high school, and through to advanced university classes. Scientists will
value the studies on the physics of the pendulum; historians will appreciate the
detailed treatment of Galileo, Huygens, Newton and Foucault’s pendulum
investigations; psychologists and educators will learn from the papers on Piaget;
teachers will welcome the many contributions to pendulum pedagogy. All readers
will come away with a new awareness of the importance of the pendulum in the
foundation and development of modern science; and for its centrality in so many
facets of society and culture.

Teaching for Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity, and Success
In "Physics Envy," Peter Middleton argues that science has had a strong influence
on the course of American poetry since WWII. He focuses on poets as different as
Charles Olsen, Robert Duncan, John Ashbery, and others, and how they responded
to advances in science (especially physics) in the development of ambitious poetry
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programs and poetics. For Middleton, the major shift came in the 1970s, when the
more traditional New American poetry gave way to the experiments of Language
poetry, and he shows surprising correlations between how poetry was conceived
and written, on the one hand, and the advances in physics, chemistry, and biology
at the time, on the other. Though it was discoveries in physics (e.g., the atomic
bomb) that started this "science envy" after the war, Middleton finds poets
borrowing and adapting language from the other sciences as well, for example, the
way the language and concepts used by biologists were taken up by poets and
poetry theorists to create their own recombinant poetics of language, often calling
what they did, however abstract, inquiries and experiments in language. Even the
ideas and language from the leading popular scientific journal, "Scientific
American," began appearing in poems in magazines and books. And a poet like
Gary Snyder, whose work seems to be inspired by Buddhist and shamanistic
sources, also draws, as Middleton shows, on ecological science--sometimes directly
from textbooks on the subject. Middleton writes a history of science and poetry
that shows how they throw beneficial light on each other's dilemmas, and uncovers
areas of unacknowledged exchanges of ideas between poets and scientists. As
Middleton shows, poetry since WWII can often be read as a thoughtful, productive
quarrel between the Oppenheimers and Watsons of science, and poets and poetic
experimenters attempting an intellectual inquiry into the nature of things. Poets
and poetry critics, literary historians, and those in history and philosophy of
science will want to read this book.

Principles of Molecular and Cosmical Physics. From the
American Journal of Science and Arts, etc
The three-volume work Perceiving in Depth is a sequel to Binocular Vision and
Stereopsis and to Seeing in Depth, both by Ian P. Howard and Brian J. Rogers. This
work is much broader in scope than the previous books and includes mechanisms
of depth perception by all senses, including aural, electrosensory organs, and the
somatosensory system. Volume 1 reviews sensory coding, psychophysical and
analytic procedures, and basic visual mechanisms. Volume 2 reviews stereoscopic
vision. Volume 3 reviews all mechanisms of depth perception other than
stereoscopic vision. The three volumes are extensively illustrated and referenced
and provide the most detailed review of all aspects of perceiving the threedimensional world. Volume 1 starts with a review of the history of visual science
from the ancient Greeks to the early 20th century with special attention devoted to
the discovery of the principles of perspective and stereoscopic vision. The first
chapter also contains an account of early visual display systems, such as
panoramas and peepshows, and the development of stereoscopes and
stereophotography. A chapter on the psychophysical and analytic procedures used
in investigations of depth perception is followed by a chapter on sensory coding
and the geometry of visual space. An account of the structure and physiology of
the primate visual system proceeds from the eye through the LGN to the visual
cortex and higher visual centers. This is followed by a review of the evolution of
visual systems and of the development of the mammalian visual system in the
embryonic and post-natal periods, with an emphasis on experience-dependent
neural plasticity. An account of the development of perceptual functions, especially
depth perception, is followed by a review of the effects of early visual deprivation
during the critical period of neural plasticity on amblyopia and other defects in
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depth perception. Volume 1 ends with accounts of the accommodation mechanism
of the human eye and vergence eye movements.

The Pendulum
This is a treatment of the phenomenology of galaxies. The text draws on
observations of both our own galaxy, the Milky Way, and of external galaxies. It
emphasizes the observational basis for current understanding of galactic
astromony in the late '90s.

Methodological Aspects of the Development of Low
Temperature Physics 1881–1956
The book focuses on the history, ethnography, and convoluted ethnic identity of
the Karaites, an ethnoreligious group in Eastern Galicia (modern Ukraine). The
small community of the Karaite Jews, a non-Talmudic Turkic-speaking minority,
who had been living in Eastern Europe since the late Middle Ages, developed a
unique ethnographic culture and religious tradition. The book offers the first
comprehensive study of the Galician Karaite community from its earliest days until
today with the main emphasis placed on the period from 1772 until 1945.
Especially important is the analysis of the twentieth-century dejudaization (or
Turkicization) of the community, which saved the Karaites from the horrors of the
Holocaust.

Anxiety and the Equation
Time Reborn
Murambi
Pixie
Quantum physics studies the boundary zone between the physical part of the
universe and the nonphysical realm. The Bible frequently refers to the non-physical
realm as the unseen or spiritual realm. So, quantum physics has a lot to say about
how the spiritual realm works, but there are many confusing and inaccurate
interpretations out there in popular media these days. This book will provide
simple and easy ways to demystify quantum physics and to understand the Bible.
We will lift the veil of the confusion surrounding the unseen realm as we explore
many intriguing scientific discoveries that show us about Heaven's reality. We will
also see how well the latest discoveries about the unseen realm point back to
realities revealed in Scripture.

Open Access
This book is primarily about the methodological questions involved in attempts to
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understand two of the most peculiar phenomena in physics, both occurring at the
lowest of temperatures. Superconductivity (the disappearance of electrical
resistance) and superfluidity (the total absence of viscosity in liquid helium) are not
merely peculiar in their own right. Being the only macroscopic quantum
phenomena they also manifest a sudden and dramatic change even in those
properties which have been amply used within the classical framework and which
were thought to be fully understood after the advent of quantum theory. A few
years ago we set ourselves the task of carrying out a methodological study of the
"most peculiar" phenomena in physics and trying to understand the process by
which an observed (rather than predicted) new phenomenon gets "translated" into
a physical problem. We thought the best way of deciding which phenomena to
choose was to rely on our intuitive notion about the "degrees of peculiarity"
developed, no doubt, during the past ten years of active research in theoretical
atomic and elementary particle physics. While the merits of the different
candidates were compared, we were amazed to realize that neither the
phenomena of the very small nor those of the very large could compete with the
phenomena of the very cold. These were truly remarkable phenomena if for no
other reason than for the difficulties encountered in merely describing them.

Perceiving in Depth, Volume 1: Basic Mechanisms
This text follows a broad sequence of preparation, characterization, physical and
mechanical properties and structure-property relations. Polymers: Chemistry and
Physics of Modern Materials, Second Edition covers several methods of
polymerization, properties, and advanced applications such as liquid crystals and
polymers used in the electronics industry. Topics also include Step-Growth, Free
Radical Addition, and Ionic Polymerization; Copolymerization; Polymer
Stereochemistry and Characterization; Structure-Property Relationship; Polymer
Liquid Crystals; and Polymers for the Electronics Industry.

The Physics of Clinical MR Taught Through Images
Vol. 25 is the report of the commissioner of education for 1880; v. 29, report for
1877.

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Time
Issues in General Physics Research / 2011 Edition is a ScholarlyEditions™ eBook
that delivers timely, authoritative, and comprehensive information about General
Physics Research. The editors have built Issues in General Physics Research: 2011
Edition on the vast information databases of ScholarlyNews.™ You can expect the
information about General Physics Research in this eBook to be deeper than what
you can access anywhere else, as well as consistently reliable, authoritative,
informed, and relevant. The content of Issues in General Physics Research: 2011
Edition has been produced by the world’s leading scientists, engineers, analysts,
research institutions, and companies. All of the content is from peer-reviewed
sources, and all of it is written, assembled, and edited by the editors at
ScholarlyEditions™ and available exclusively from us. You now have a source you
can cite with authority, confidence, and credibility. More information is available at
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Encyclopedia of Supramolecular Chemistry
A man and his equation: the anxiety-plagued nineteenth-century physicist who
contributed significantly to our understanding of the second law of
thermodynamics. Ludwig Boltzmann's grave in Vienna's Central Cemetery bears a
cryptic epitaph: S = k log W. This equation was Boltzmann's great discovery, and it
contributed significantly to our understanding of the second law of
thermodynamics. In Anxiety and the Equation, Eric Johnson tells the story of a man
and his equation: the anxiety-plagued nineteenth-century physicist who did his
most important work as he struggled with mental illness. Johnson explains that “S”
in Boltzmann's equation refers to entropy, and that entropy is the central quantity
in the second law of thermodynamics. The second law is always on, running in the
background of our lives, providing a way to differentiate between past and future.
We know that the future will be a state of higher entropy than the past, and we
have Boltzmann to thank for discovering the equation that underlies that
fundamental trend. Johnson, accessibly and engagingly, reassembles Boltzmann's
equation from its various components and presents episodes from Boltzmann's
life—beginning at the end, with “Boltzmann Kills Himself” and “Boltzmann Is Buried
(Not Once, But Twice).” Johnson explains the second law in simple terms,
introduces key concepts through thought experiments, and explores Boltzmann's
work. He argues that Boltzmann, diagnosed by his contemporaries as
neurasthenic, suffered from an anxiety disorder. He was, says Johnson, a man of
reason who suffered from irrational concerns about his work, worrying especially
about opposition from the scientific establishment of the day. Johnson's clear and
concise explanations will acquaint the nonspecialist reader with such seemingly
esoteric concepts as microstates, macrostates, fluctuations, the distribution of
energy, log functions, and equilibrium. He describes Boltzmann's relationships with
other scientists, including Max Planck and Henri Poincaré, and, finally, imagines
“an alternative ending,” in which Boltzmann lived on and died of natural causes.

Quantum Computation and Quantum Information
This book aims to provide an intuitive understanding of wave mechanics by using
computer generated illustrations to present the time evolution and parameter
dependence of wave functions for one and three-dimensional systems. The
situations discussed range from the simple particle in a box through resonant
scattering in one dimension to the hydrogen atom and Regge classification of
resonant scattering. The text helps students to establish the relation between
quantum mechanics and classical physics.

Necessary Conditions of Learning
The essential guide for teaching beyond the test! Students with strong higherorder thinking skills are more likely to become successful, lifelong learners. Based
on extensive, collaborative research by leading authorities in the field, this book
shows how to implement teaching and learning strategies that nurture intelligence,
creativity, and wisdom. This practical teaching manual offers an overview of the
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WICS model—Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity, Synthesized—which helps teachers
foster students' capacities for effective learning and problem solving. Teachers will
find examples for language arts, history, mathematics, and science in Grades K–12,
as well as: Hands-on strategies for enhancing students' memory, analytical,
creative, and practical skills Guidelines on teaching and assessing for successful
intelligence Details on how to apply the model in the classroom Teacher reflection
sections, suggested readings, and sample planning checklists Teaching for
Wisdom, Intelligence, Creativity, and Success is ideal for educators seeking to
broaden their teaching repertoire as they expand the skills and abilities of students
at all levels.

T. S. Eliot, Anti-Semitism, and Literary Form
Julius's critically acclaimed study (looking both at the detail of Eliot's deployment of
anti-Semitic discourse and at the role it played in his greater literary undertaking)
has provoked a reassessment of Eliot's work among poets, scholars, critics and
readers, which will invigorate debate for some time to come.

Dictionary of Theories, Laws, and Concepts in Psychology
The Physics of Clinical MR Taught Through Images Fourth Edition by Val Runge,
Wolfgang Nitz, and Johannes Heverhagen presents a unique and highly practical
approach to understanding the physics of magnetic resonance imaging. Each
physics topic is described in user-friendly language and accompanied by highquality graphics and/or images. The visually rich format provides a readily
accessible tool for learning, leveraging, and mastering the powerful diagnostic
capabilities of MRI. Key Features More than 700 images, anatomical drawings,
clinical tables, charts, and diagrams, including magnetization curves and pulse
sequencing, facilitate acquisition of highly technical content. Eight systematically
organized sections cover core topics: hardware and radiologic safety; basic image
physics; basic and advanced image acquisition; flow effects; techniques specific to
the brain, heart, liver, breast, and cartilage; management and reduction of
artifacts; and improvements in MRI diagnostics and technologies. Cutting-edge
topics including contrast-enhanced MR angiography, spectroscopy, perfusion, and
advanced parallel imaging/data sparsity techniques. Discussion of groundbreaking
hardware and software innovations, such as MR-PET, 7 T, interventional MR, 4D
flow, CAIPIRINHA, radial acquisition, simultaneous multislice, and compressed
sensing. A handy appendix provides a quick reference of acronyms, which often
differ from company to company. The breadth of coverage, rich visuals, and
succinct text make this manual the perfect reference for radiology residents,
practicing radiologists, researchers in MR, and technologists.

The Language of Physics
According to UNESCO statistics, 10 million of the world's 600 million students study
at a distance. Theoretical Principles of Distance Education seeks to lay solid
foundations for the education of these students and for the structures within which
they study. As a more industrialised form of education provision, distance
education is well adapted to the use of new communication technologies, and
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brings to education many of the strengths and dangers of post-industrialism. The
central focus of the study of distance education is the placing of the student at
home or at work and the justification of the abandonment in this form of education
of interpersonal, face-to-face communication, previously considered to be a
cultural imperative for education in both east and west. This book explores the
problems that distance education poses to the theorist, bringing together an
international team of distance educators to address these issues for the first time
in a systematic way. The team comprises theoreticians, administrators, experts in
educational technology and adult education, experts in learning from video
machines, from computers and other forms of technology. Contributions from Italy,
and Scandinavia contrast with viewpoints provided by scholars from the US,
Canada, Australia, and the UK.

Phishing Exposed
A novel about the 1994 slaughter of nearly a million Rwandans.

Issues in General Physics Research: 2011 Edition
Narrative inquiry refers to a subset of qualitative research design in which stories
are used to describe human action. This book contains current ideas in this
emerging field of research. Chapters include a qualitative analysis of narrative
data; criteria for evaluating narrative inquiry, linking emotion and reason through
narrative voice, audience and the politics of narrative; trust in educational
storytelling; narrative strategies for case reports; life history narratives and
women's gender identity; and issues in life history and narrative inquiry. This text
is intended to be of interest to all qualitative researchers and education
researchers studying forms of narrative.

Polymers
If you were black in America at the start of the Revolutionary War, which side
would you want to win? When the last British governor of Virginia declared that any
rebel-owned slave who escaped and served the king would be emancipated, tens
of thousands of slaves fled from farms, plantations, and cities to try to reach the
British camp. A military strategy originally designed to break the plantations of the
American South had unleashed one of the great exoduses in U.S. history. With
powerfully vivid storytelling, Schama details the odyssey of the escaped blacks
through the fires of war and the terror of potential recapture, shedding light on an
extraordinary, little-known chapter in the dark saga of American slavery.

European Cinemas in the Television Age
European Cinemas in the Television Age is a radical attempt to rethink the postwar history of European cinemas. The authors approach the subject from the
perspective of television's impact on the culture of cinema's production,
distribution, consumption and reception. Thus they indicate a new direction for the
debate about the future of cinema in Europe. In every European country television
has transformed economic, technological and aesthetic terms in which the process
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of cinema production had been conducted. Television's growing popularity has
drastically reshaped cinema's audiences and forced governments to introduce
policies to regulate the interaction between cinema and television in the changing
and dynamic audio-visual environment. It is cinematic criticism, which was slowest
in coming to terms with the presence of television and therefore most instrumental
in perpetuating the view of cinema as an isolated object of aesthetic, critical and
academic inquiry. The recognition of the impact of television upon European
cinemas offers a more authentic and richer picture of cinemas in Europe, which are
part of the complex audiovisual matrix including television and new media.

Microphysics of Clouds and Precipitation
A contemporary and complete introduction to astrophysics for astronomy and
physics majors taking a two-semester survey course.
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